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Abstract: Recommender systems are one of the prominent area often the researchers are attracting to apply the concepts of 

Deep neural networks. Many of them introduced the problems facing by users like information load, Sparsity, Top-K 

recommendations, rating predictions and  user feedback and giving best suitable solutions. Many machine learning and matrix 

factorization techniques are used to solve the problems but problems are linear modeling. Now in this paper, we propose 

distributed auto encoder with optimization to capture non-linear relationships between users and items to give predictions for 

missing values, giving top-k recommendations. We did several experiments on movielens 100k,movielens20M as compared 

with base line methods. Our proposed model performance outperforms the other existing models in terms of RMSE, MAE, 

HitRatio and Novelty evaluation metrics. 
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Introduction: The rapid processing of vast information in World Wide Web, the users always trying to catch the 

required data from relevant information Ferreira et al.[1]. To address these issues the researchers applying machine 

and deep learning techniques to find required information for users among large data sets. Now a day, the required 

information to users is in the form of music, products, articles and news etc. For getting relevant items users are 

facing the problem of information load. Recommender systems are playing most interesting role to solve the issues 

of users and several organizations. It is a technique used to give required items to users based on several 

considerations like past history and behavior. 

Recommender systems are used to give solution to information load problem by using the information search, 

filtering and retrieval methods to suggest required and behavior based items to users Ferreira et al. [1]. Later the 

companies using machine learning techniques like different types of collaborative and factorization model to 

decision making and giving personalized recommendations. Vito et al.[2]. Cremonesi et al.[13],Deshpande et 

al.[14],Ma et al.[15] 

Deep Learning is the strengthening area for recommendation systems research. Vito et al.[2]. Several deep learning 

techniques are applied in collaborative filtering are Convolutional neural networks, Recurrent neural networks and 

deep neural networks and suggested to use distributed optimization techniques for minimizing computational 

cost.Jindal.et al.[3].More concentration done on  the performance of the recommendation systems but F.Yuan.et 

al[4] explain the issues of data contamination solved by Autoencoder. In our proposed work we are introduced the 

Distributed Autoencoder for recommendation systems. The contributions listed as follows. 

1.We propose the distributed Autoencoder  a capture non-linear data  and to predict ratings . 2.We proposed 

distributed Autoencoder with optimization to give accurate top-k recommendations. 

3. Evaluate the model using various evaluation metrics like RMSE,MAE,HitRatio and Novelty. 

The organization of the paper as following: Section 2 is discussing about the related work. Section 3 explains the 

proposed system. Section 4 discusses the experimental results and Section 5 conclude the paper.  

2. Related Work. 

In this section we describe some of the base  Machine Learning KSRK et al. [10] methods for our work. 

Collaborative Filtering: This model successfully applied and suited for recommendation systems research and 

study. Many variants of collaborative filtering are developed are user based, item based and Hybrid systems. These 

techniques are using similarity metrics to do predictions and recommendations and consider user-item data. Dong 

et al. [7]. 

Matrix Factorization: It is widely used method doing prediction tasks using factors. It considers the implicit 

feedback as compared with collaborative filtering models. Several models like PCA,LDA and Probabilistic matrix 

factorization are developed. The are used to consider user-item matrix and find latent features. Meshal ,Jianlin at 

al.[6] 

Neural Networks: The flavors of artificial neural models are implemented in many works. Some of the works 

suitable for recommendation systems are collaborative filtering using RBM. It is not learning well up to 

consideration on user tastes and feedbacks. Meshal ,Jianlin at al.[6]. 

Autoencoder: It is a deep neural network model contains three layers(Input layer, Hidden layer and output 

layer).Here the combination of input and hidden layer is encoder. The hidden and output layer combination is 

decoder.It can be used for recommendation systems. Ferreira et al. [1]. 

3. Proposed system. 

In this we introduce the architecture of distributed deep Autoencoder for recommendation system. Sergeev et al.[8]. 

In addition we present process like Auto encoder data preprocessing, Build model, Test generator, Customized 
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loss for non linearities,Fit generator,Optimization and Top-K item recommendations. First we draw the 

Architecture of the Distributed deep auto encoder for recommendations in fig.1.We are training data by using 

standard data set our general models giving better results but we are facing a problem of data growth in future. By 

considering these issues we prepared distributed architecture for Autoencoder .In this architecture we have used 

the three autoencoders in parallel and the data is divided in to chunks and flow to the each encoder. All Autoencoder 

having the capabilities of data loading, masking and shuffling, build model, Train generator, Test generator,Costom 

loss, Fit generator. Next we have the Evaluation process. Chuduri et al[11], chinta et al[12] ,Ferreira et al. [1]. 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                     Fig 1: Architecture of Distributed Deep Autoencoder  

 

Data set: The data we are using in our system are standard recommendation data sets of GroupLens are movielens 

100k and movielens 20M.Maxwell et al.[9]. 

Data loading: We are loading our data set files like ratings.csv etc. Next we can divide our data into test data and 

train data. 

Masking and Shuffling: The mask function to find which data values are missing and which are not missing 

following the rating conditions. Shuffling is for make copies of every matrix and gives to train generator. 

Train generator: At working time it shuffle the data and same data order followed at test time. Each user 

represented as individual row in training and testing. The index of row contains user id it copied and passed during 

training. Here the data is divided into the number of batches and check the sum of data in all batches equal to 

length of the input data. Always check last batch is smaller than other batches. Set the upper limit to be minimum 

of plus one size of batch and length of actual input data. We put the condition for out of bound array. Next we take 

the present batch , mask values and  rating values then follow the same process for all batches. Calculate the 

Average value for all ratings. Next find the cost and add noise to input data and forward to auto encoder to predict 

missing ratings..Finally returns the input and target data. 
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Build Model: Here we are preparing the dense layer for connecting the remaining layers of the autoencoder.It is 

used to connect input layer to hidden layer and hidden layer to output layer. The dropout rate after the input to 

input layer informs us to missing ratings. Here we reconstructing and predicting missing ratings. We can use L2 

regulation as drop out regulator and we use some hidden activation functions. Next we find the sum of all 

differences to the sum of squares .Finally we calculate MAE. 

Test generator: It works with both test and train data. Here we recall the training data and find out which on needs 

predictions.We use testing to predict unseen ratings so we are not using any shuffling activity here. Batch wise we 

process the data and find missing and subtract from input. Here we are using different various optimizers for 

improving results. Next we report the regularized loss by adding RMSE to L2 penalty. The current MSE is always 

larger than previous RMSE. 

Custom Loss: Here we introduced the loss function using mask. Here we find out any square difference from 

actual rating . 

Fit Generator :It will work with both training and testing generators for training and validation data. Based on 

that it check any loss and calculate MSE. 

Evaluation: Finally we evaluate our model using MSE,SSE,HitRatio and Novelty metrics. 

In next,we present the Algorithm for distributed auto encoder. 

 

Algorithm1: Distributed Autoencoder. 

Input: Set of users U={1,2,…u},set of items I={1,2,……i} 

Output: Prediction of ratings, Top-K recommendations 

1.Store the data and split the data 

2.For each AutoEncoder  

2.1. Load data  

2.2. Perform mask operation for finding empty values. 

2.3. Train the data using train generator. 

2.3.1. Perform shuffle operation. 

2.3.2. Check the equality of sum of batch size and length of input data 

2.3.3. Add noise 

2.3.4. Return inputs and Targets. 

2.4. Build Model 

2.4.1. Prepare dense layer. 

2.4.2. Check dropout rate and L2 regulator 

2.4.3. Calculate MAE 

2.5. Train data using training generator. 

2.5.1. Optimization 

2.5.2. Calculate regularization loss. 

2.5.3. Calculate RMSE with L2 Penalty. 

2.6. Find Custom loss 

2.7.Fit Model using train data and test data 

2.8.Prediction of ratings. 

2.9.Generate top-K recommendation. 

 

4. Experimental Results:The following table presents the results of evaluation metrics of  Distributed auto 

encoder . 

                  MovieLens 100K                    MovieLens 20M 

Methods RMSE Novelty MAE HR RMSE Novelty MAE HR 

Auto 

Encoder 

1.8253 512.45 1.1222 0.0075 1.8285 514.45 1.5411 0.0080 

Distributed 

Autoencoder 

1.4385 557.83 0.9235 0.0110 1.4385 586.83 1.0442 0.0120 

 

As per the results mentioned in the above table the distributed autoencoder showing better results than Autoencoder 

following the metrics are RMSE,Novelty,MAE and Hit Ratio.The distributed autoencoder shows lower RMSE, 

MAE and Higher Novelty,HitRatio as compare with Autoencoder.The following plots represents our experimental 

results graphically. 
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Fig.2:Comparison of RMSE on MovieLens100K 

 

Fig3.Comparison of Novelty on MovieLens 100K 

 

Fig.4. Comparison of  MAE on MovieLens 100K 

 

Fig.5. Comparison of  Hit Ratio on MovieLens 100K 

 
Fig.6. Comparison of  RMSE on MovieLens 20M 

 

Fig.7. Comparison of  Novelty on MovieLens 20M 
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Fig.8. Comparison of  MAE on MovieLens 20M 

 

Fig.9. Comparison of  Hit Ratio on MovieLens 20M 

  

5. Conclusion and Futurework: The aim of good recommendation system is to give accurate recommendations. 

Several machine learning and deep neural learning methods are used in this scenario. In this paper, we developed 

and evaluated a recommendation system based on the deep learning and called it as Distributed autoencoder. The 

experimental results shows our system is better as compared with Autoencoder. It works effectively on large scale 

and distributed data sets and giving accurate recommendations. In future, we develop recommendation models on 

data bridges using cognitive methods. 
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